HELPFUL WEBSITES

LEARN...

- See the bigger picture with the film "100 Years on the Lincoln Highway"
- Go back in time with the Lincoln Highway in Pennsylvania (1920)
- Read "Daytripping: Chili and Pie on the Lincoln Highway"
- See other cars with the Frick’s Car & Carriage Museum

DO...

- Listen to music at the Lincoln Highway Suppermarket
- Take a week off and explore the region with this itinerary
- Buy local in the cute Ligonier Shoppes
- "Siege your day" and learn about history at Fort Ligonier

HELPFUL GUIDES

FOR KIDS!

- Print and do activities from the Lincoln Highway Student Tour Book
- Try your hand at the automobile timeline
- Imagine your dream roadtrip
- Look for "Lincoln Highway" in the Ligonier Word Search

Lincoln Highway Experience Rack Card

Laurel Highlands Guidebook